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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

User Interface (UI) testing has become a common practice for quality assurance of industrial mobile applications (in short as apps).
While many automated tools have been developed, they often do
not satisfy two major industrial requirements that make a tool desirable in industrial settings: high applicability across platforms
(e.g., Android, iOS, AliOS, and Harmony OS) and high capability to
handle apps with non-standard UI elements (whose internal structures cannot be acquired using platform APIs). Toward addressing
these industrial requirements, automated visual testing emerges
to take only device screenshots as input in order to support automated test generation. In this paper, we report our experiences
of developing and deploying VTest, our industrial visual testing
framework to assure high quality of Taobao, a highly popular industrial app with about one billion monthly active users. VTest
includes carefully designed techniques and infrastructure support,
outperforming Monkey (which has been popularly deployed in
industry and shown to perform superiorly or similarly compared
to state-of-the-art tools) with 87.6% more activity coverage. VTest
has been deployed both internally in Alibaba and externally in the
Software Green Alliance to provide testing services for top smartphone vendors and app vendors in China. We summarize five major
lessons learned from developing and deploying VTest.

UI testing, visual testing, mobile testing, robotic testing

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging.
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1

INTRODUCTION

With the flourish of mobile devices, people have been increasingly
dependent on these devices [40] in their daily work and life. Ensuring good user experiences of mobile applications (in short as
apps) has become unprecedentedly important. To find failures (e.g.,
crashes and display issues) in apps before their shipment to end
users, a practical way is to conduct automated User Interface (UI)
testing, where testing intends to mimic human interactions with
mobile devices. By employing automated UI testing, developers
can conveniently test different versions of their apps in batch on
multiple devices for a long period of time. This practice complements manual UI testing, which is usually needed for complex
functionalities but can be expensive and prone to mistakes.
Although numerous automated UI testing tools [3, 4, 8, 19, 27,
28, 30, 36, 55, 58] for mobile apps have been developed, they often do not satisfy two major industrial requirements that make a
tool desirable in industrial settings. The first requirement is high
applicability across platforms, where one can apply the tool without modifications or with only small modifications across devices
of various platforms. While Android and iOS are the dominant
mobile operating systems globally, a great number of mobile operating systems have increasingly emerged to split the market. For
example, Microsoft has released Surface Duo [33] as one of its
major mobile platforms. Some countries have developed mobile
platforms [17, 24, 32] to avoid relying on overseas technologies.
The growing trend of diversified mobile platforms makes a unified testing solution increasingly desirable for the industry. The
second requirement is supporting non-standard UI elements in
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apps, where the internal structure of on-screen contents cannot
be obtained using platform APIs (e.g., UIAutomator [23] from the
Android framework). Non-standard UI elements are usually embedded web UI [44] or customized UI elements. For many apps such
as Taobao [18], embedded web UI elements provide a convenient
way for online and prompt deployment of new features without
modifying the app client code or bothering users to update the app.
Mobile games [51] also heavily utilize customized UI elements from
graphic engines, which maintain their own internal UI structures.
Figure 1 shows one instance of non-standard UI elements in Taobao.
Many sophisticated UI testing tools [8, 13, 19, 20, 42] do not work
properly in such cases given that these tools cannot identify UI elements from on-screen contents through obtained on-screen content
structures (namely UI hierarchies).
To help satisfy the preceding industrial requirements, visual testing tools [48, 52] emerge to leverage Computer Vision (CV) techniques to identify UI elements from only screenshots, bringing two
major benefits. First, a visual testing tool tends to be non-intrusive
to the target device and is generally applicable to any platform,
saving considerable development and maintenance costs. Tool developers and quality assurance engineers need to maintain and
learn the usages of only a single tool. Second, a visual testing tool
complements automated testing tools that rely on UI hierarchies
obtained using platform APIs. Visual testing tools are capable of
handling non-standard UI elements, enabling more functionalities
to be explored and improving the testing effectiveness.
Given the usefulness of visual testing in industry practices, in
this paper, we report our experiences of developing and deploying VTest, our industrial automated visual testing framework, for
testing the Taobao app in Alibaba. Taobao is a highly popular ecommerce app in China, with about one billion monthly active
users. In 2020, sales in Taobao reached 498.2 billion Chinese
Yuan in a single day, and the peak value of orders reached 583,000
transactions per second.
VTest addresses two major tasks, UI-Element Identification and
Test-Action Planning, along with providing the infrastructure support for automated visual testing. UI-Element Identification aims
to identify UI elements from raw screenshot images to provide
necessary information (e.g., boundaries) of UI elements for subsequent steps in the testing process. Test-Action Planning adopts a
specialized algorithm that decides on the action to perform (e.g.,
tapping a specific location on the screen) on the test device based on
the identified UI elements from the current screen (and optionally,
previous screens).
To support the preceding two major VTest tasks, we build a hardware infrastructure with two major hardware components, inspired
by the progress of robotic testing [37]. In particular, we employ a
high-speed camera to capture screenshots for UI-element identification and a robotic arm to execute actions fired by test-action
planning. The hardware infrastructure provides full applicability
across platforms, i.e., the infrastructure is applicable across various
platforms without modification.
Considering the monetary costs of the hardware infrastructure,
we also build a software infrastructure based on only lightweight
platform APIs [15, 23, 45] from Android and iOS to support the
preceding two major VTest tasks. In particular, the software infrastructure invokes the screen capturing platform API to capture

screenshots for UI-element identification, and invokes the action
execution platform API to execute actions fired by test-action planning. Compared to the hardware infrastructure, the software infrastructure incurs lower monetary costs and provides lower (but
sufficiently high) applicability across platforms.
To instantiate VTest for building a practical solution in industry
settings, we report our experiences of selecting proper techniques
to address the two preceding tasks, respectively. For the task of
UI-element identification, we examine the effectiveness of existing
state-of-the-art identification techniques [7, 14, 38] on representative scenarios from Taobao. Our experiences show that there is
no one-size-fit-all solution to deal with various scenarios, and a
context-sensitive solution is desirable for UI-element identification
in practice. For the task of test-action planning, we design a random
strategy. Our evaluation results show that, even instantiated with
the simple random strategy, VTest outperforms Monkey [16] with
87.6% more activity coverage.
We have deployed VTest both internally in Alibaba and externally in the Software Green Alliance to provide services for
top smartphone vendors and app vendors in China. Internally, in
Alibaba, VTest is used for everyday testing of a dozen popular
industrial apps, such as Taobao. VTest is also used to test parts of
Alipay, a highly popular payment app with over one billion users.
Specifically, we conduct user experience testing based on visual testing with hardware infrastructure and conduct other testing tasks
based on visual testing with software infrastructure. Externally, we
have also started providing VTest as a public testing service in the
Software Green Alliance (SGA in short) [1]. SGA is formed by top
smartphone vendors (e.g., Huawei) and app vendors (e.g., Baidu,
Netease, and Tencent) to collaboratively assure the quality of popular industrial apps on massive devices. The service is improving
quality assurance for hundreds of popular industrial apps.
In summary, this paper makes the following main contributions:
• Raising awareness of the importance of visual testing for industry
practice and academic research.
• A practical automated visual testing framework, VTest instantiated with carefully designed techniques and hardware/software
infrastructure support.
• Experiences and lessons learned from developing and deploying
VTest in Alibaba and the Software Green Alliance.

2

BACKGROUND ON NON-STANDARD
ANDROID UI ELEMENTS

We use the term of non-standard UI elements for UI elements whose
internal structures or contents cannot be obtained using the Android accessibility APIs. These UI elements are usually represented
by Java classes outside the android.widget package. Most existing
testing tools rely on UIAutomator [23] (provided by the Android
framework) to capture on-screen contents, where UIAutomator
works by invoking the accessibility APIs upon each UI element on
the screen. Consequently, these tools are unable to know about the
inner contents of non-standard elements. The tools need inner contents to learn about actionable regions (e.g., where can be clicked)
or useful attributes (e.g., texts) inside these UI elements. UI state
abstraction, if conducted by a testing tool, also becomes infeasible
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Figure 1: An example of non-standard UI elements compared with standard UI elements on Android.
Figure 3: A scene of our hardware infrastructure in action.
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Figure 2: Overview of the VTest framework.

in the cases where non-standard elements make up most of the UI
elements from the screen under analysis.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of non-standard UI elements on
Android. Figures 1-I(b) and 1-II(b) show the simplified UI hierarchies captured by UIAutomator corresponding to the screenshots in
Figures 1-I(a) and 1-II(a). Red boxes in Figures 1-I(a) and 1-II(a) indicate the boundaries of UI elements (represented as nodes) shown
in Figures 1-I(b) and 1-II(b), respectively.
The Taobao app in Figure 1-I(a) uses WebView, an embedded web
browser module provided by Android. UIAutomator is incapable
to access the inner contents of WebView elements. Thus, only the
outer boundary of the WebView element is included in the UI
hierarchy as shown in Figure 1-I(b). On the contrary, another app
in Figure 1-II(a) uses standard Android UI elements, and the detailed
UI contents can be captured as shown in Figure 1-II(b).

3

hardware infrastructure and software infrastructure, which have
respective different applicable scopes and deployment expenses.

API
Wrapper

User Content

Instructions

Robotic
Arm

UI-Element
Identification

Image
Processing
Cache

INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT FOR VISUAL
TESTING

Automated visual testing satisfies industrial needs from two major
aspects. First, automated visual testing identifies UI elements from
only screenshots, making visual testing highly applicable without
modifications or with only small modifications across devices of
various platforms. Second, automated visual testing can identify the
internal structures of non-standard UI elements (see Section 2 for
an example), while platform APIs may not be able to provide such
information. To support automated visual testing, we build both the

Hardware Infrastructure with Robotic
Arms and Cameras

We adopt a robotic testing scheme, using high-speed cameras and
robotic arms to build the supporting hardware infrastructure for
automated visual testing. Figure 3 shows a scene of our hardware
infrastructure in action.
Screenshot Capturing. A high-speed camera captures, processes
(e.g., recognizes the screenshots from raw images), and transmits
the screenshots for subsequent UI-element identification. While
we adjust the positions of the camera and the mobile device under
test to make sure that the whole screen of the device is inside the
scope of the captured image, the surrounding region also appears
in the image. In practice, we place a white/black board under the
device to reduce the interference brought by the background and
use the OpenCV library [6] to segment devices’ screens from the
background.
Action Projection. VTest analyzes the screenshot and determines
the test action to be taken next. The action is represented as an action type along with coordinates (e.g., click on (100,200)). To enable
the action execution on physical devices, we project (i.e., transform)
the action from the coordinate system in the screenshot to the coordinate system in the real world. We adopt a (simplified) camera
calibration [57] technique and projection-based transformation [41]
to convert actions fired by VTest into real physical actions on devices. As shown in Figure 3, we place small black blocks closely
around the edge of the device and record their positions in the real
world. After we properly pose the camera vertical to the device
screen, we capture a screenshot and use the OpenCV library to
locate the black blocks in the screenshot. With the coordinates of
the same object in the screenshot and the real world, we obtain a
matrix describing the one-to-one transformation from coordinates
in the screenshots to the real-world coordinates.
Action Execution. Consisting of a robotic control module (an XY
plotter [25]) and a stylus pen, the robotic arm interacts with device
screens physically. Upon receiving the coordinates, the robotic
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control module first drives the stylus pen to the corresponding
position. The module then lowers the pen to contact the screen
for a specific amount of time and lifts the pen off the screen. We
set the contact time period based on the type of the target action,
e.g., 50 millseconds to simulate a single tap and 200 milliseconds
for a long click. The robotic arm additionally supports other types
of actions such as swiping (by contacting the screen, moving to a
given direction for a specific distance, and leaving the screen).

3.2

Software Infrastructure with Low Costs

While the hardware infrastructure is promising for its general applicability to any platform, its hardware development and maintenance costs are high for deployment. To provide visual testing
with relatively low costs and with sufficient applicability across
platforms, we build a software infrastructure using only lightweight platform APIs from UIAutomator [23] and Web Drive Agent
(WDA) [15] to be applicable on the Android and iOS platforms.
In particular, the software infrastructure relies only on the screen
capturing and action execution platform APIs. With only small
modification on the invocation of the two kinds of lightweight
platform APIs, the software infrastructure can be applicable across
platforms. The software infrastructure invokes the screen capturing
platform API to capture screenshots for UI-element identification,
and invokes the action execution platform API to execute actions
fired by test-action planning, supporting automated visual testing
with low costs and sufficient applicability.

4

UI-ELEMENT IDENTIFICATION WITH
COMPUTER VISION

To instantiate VTest, we first identify UI elements from screenshots. By regarding UI-element identification from screenshots
as a domain-specific object detection task, we can leverage various object detection techniques including both deep-learningbased [14, 21, 38, 39] and old-fashioned [7, 34, 35, 43] computervision techniques to achieve this goal. Inspired by an empirical
study [7] conducted on the Rico dataset [11], we conduct an empirical study on the effectiveness of existing UI-element identification
techniques for Taobao. The results show that existing different techniques achieve the best effectiveness in different scenarios. We dive
into the principles of the techniques to explain their effectiveness,
and design an integrated technique to achieve the best effectiveness.

4.1

Study Setup

Object Detection Techniques. We select five representative object detection techniques to evaluate their effectiveness for Taobao.
Three of the techniques are deep-learning-based while the other
two are old-fashioned, covering the mainstream techniques of object detection.
• Faster-RCNN [39] is a two-stage anchor-based deep-learningbased technique for object detection. It first uses a region proposal
network to extract regions of interest (called anchor boxes or
bounding boxes) that possibly contain objects, and then classifies
the inside objects with another neural network.
• YOLOv3 [38] is a one-stage anchor-based deep-learning-based
technique for object detection. Different from Faster-RCNN, YOLOv3

generates anchor boxes and classifies the inside objects at the
same time.
• CenterNet [14] is a one-stage anchor-free technique for object detection. Instead of using anchor boxes, it detects objects
with the positions of their keypoints including corner and center
points.
• Xianyu [53] is an old-fashioned computer vision technique developed by Alibaba to reverse-engineer GUIs. We use its element
detection part only, where Xianyu binarizes, slices, and detects
the edges of UI elements.
• UIED [7] is an old-fashioned computer vision technique enhanced by deep-learning-based Optical Character Recognition
(OCR). It detects non-textual UI elements with old-fashioned
techniques and textual UI elements with EAST [59].
For Faster-RCNN, YOLOv3, and CenterNet, we use their pretrained models [7]. For UIED, we replace its OCR model with our
own.
UI Screen Collection in Taobao. To comprehensively examine
the effectiveness of the preceding object detection techniques, we
select five representative scenarios in Taobao to evaluate their effectiveness. In each scenario we manually collect 12 distinct screenshots.
• Messenger. The messenger scenario is one of the main functionalities in Taobao, where users communicate with each other.
• Goods detail. The goods detail scenario demonstrates the goods
with images and texts, and is the most common scenario in
Taobao.
• Live streaming. The live streaming scenario is an increasingly
popular way for users to do online entertainment, where the
widgets are mixed with their background.
• Shop Front. The shop front scenario displays goods in a flow,
and is the major scenario for merchants to promote their products.
• Game. The game scenario is another complicated scenario where
the widgets are mixed with their background.
Effectiveness Metrics. We evaluate the correctness of the positions of the bounding boxes detected for the given screenshot 𝑠
against the set of ground-truth bounding boxes on 𝑠. For each detected bounding box 𝑏, we calculate the Intersection over Union
(in short as IoU, referring to the intersection area of the two boxes
over the their union area) with each of the ground-truth bounding
boxes on 𝑠, and find 𝑏’s matched ground-truth bounding box as
the one that has the largest IoU with 𝑏 and this IoU is higher than
the predefined threshold. When we successfully find 𝑏’s matched
ground-truth bounding box, we determine 𝑏 as a True Positive
(TP). Otherwise, we determine 𝑏 as a False Positive (FP). We determine ground-truth boxes that are not matched with any detected
bounding box as False Negatives (FNs). We use Precision, Recall, and
F1-score to measure the effectiveness of the preceding techniques.
Precision = TP/(TP+FP) measures the fraction of detected bounding
boxes that really contain UI elements. Recall = TP/(TP+FN) measures
the capability of detecting as many UI elements as possible in the
screenshots. F1-score = 2 × 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙/(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)
represents the identification accuracy comprehensively.
We manually collect the screenshots in the preceding scenarios
and use UIAutomator to obtain the bounding boxes of clickable UI
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Table 1: Effectiveness of various UI-element identification techniques on different scenarios.
Techniques
Scenario
Messenger-0.5
Messenger-0.75
Messenger-0.95
Goods-0.5
Goods-0.75
Goods-0.95
Live-0.5
Live-0.75
Live-0.95
Shop-0.5
Shop-0.75
Shop-0.95
Game-0.5
Game-0.75
Game-0.95
Average-0.5
Average-0.75
Average-0.95

CenterNet
Prec. Recall
F1
0.347
0.311 0.328
0.328
0.294 0.309
0.308
0.278 0.292
0.341
0.328 0.334
0.339
0.327 0.333
0.321
0.310 0.315
0.263
0.380 0.311
0.257
0.371 0.304
0.245
0.355 0.291
0.328
0.433 0.373
0.308
0.405 0.350
0.289
0.380 0.328
0.281
0.429 0.340
0.269
0.413 0.326
0.238
0.363 0.287
0.312
0.376 0.337
0.300
0.362 0.324
0.280
0.337 0.303

Prec.
0.917
0.866
0.021
0.675
0.636
0
0.675
0.662
0
0.834
0.679
0.025
0.6
0.516
0
0.740
0.672
0.009

YOLOv3
Recall
0.098
0.090
0.003
0.072
0.067
0
0.072
0.087
0
0.132
0.105
0.004
0.092
0.079
0
0.093
0.086
0.001

F1
0.177
0.164
0.006
0.130
0.122
0
0.130
0.154
0
0.228
0.182
0.007
0.159
0.137
0
0.165
0.152
0.003

Faster-RCNN
Prec. Recall
F1
0.517
0.282 0.365
0.496
0.274 0.353
0.050
0.030 0.038
0.527
0.351 0.422
0.459
0.305 0.367
0.004
0.003 0.003
0.480
0.458 0.469
0.430
0.413 0.422
0.007
0.007 0.007
0.500
0.415 0.454
0.486
0.404 0.441
0.057
0.047 0.051
0.490
0.513 0.501
0.467
0.494 0.480
0.011
0.013 0.012
0.503
0.404 0.442
0.468
0.378 0.413
0.026
0.020 0.022

Xianyu
Prec. Recall
0.184
0.114
0.116
0.074
0.001
0.001
0.266
0.167
0.241
0.150
0.029
0.020
0.314
0.105
0.249
0.085
0.024
0.012
0.214
0.145
0.158
0.108
0.007
0.004
0.168
0.106
0.120
0.073
0.007
0.003
0.229
0.127
0.177
0.098
0.014
0.008

F1
0.141
0.090
0.001
0.205
0.185
0.024
0.158
0.127
0.016
0.173
0.128
0.005
0.130
0.091
0.004
0.161
0.124
0.010

Prec.
0.603
0.600
0.600
0.748
0.738
0.677
0.540
0.512
0.508
0.541
0.539
0.537
0.572
0.572
0.572
0.601
0.592
0.579

UIED
Recall
0.532
0.529
0.529
0.306
0.301
0.278
0.219
0.216
0.213
0.540
0.538
0.536
0.214
0.214
0.214
0.362
0.360
0.354

F1
0.565
0.562
0.562
0.434
0.428
0.394
0.311
0.304
0.301
0.541
0.538
0.537
0.311
0.311
0.311
0.432
0.429
0.421

Notes: -0.5, -0.75, and -0.95 represent the IoU threshold being set to 0.5, 0.75, and 0.95, respectively. Prec. refers to the precision metric. F1 refers
to the F1-score metric (identification accuracy).

elements, serving as the ground truth of UI-element identification.
In addition, we manually include the bounding boxes of non-native
UI elements that are clickable. All screenshots are resized to 1080 ×
540 (50% of the original size) for efficiency.
We conduct UI-element identification using the selected techniques on the selected scenarios, respectively.

4.2

Empirical Results and Analysis

In this section, we first present the empirical results, analyze the
reasons behind the results, and then propose an integrated UIelement identification technique using the insights gained from the
analysis.
4.2.1 UI-Element Identification Accuracy. Table 1 shows the results
of different object detection techniques on different scenarios, from
which we have five observations.
Comparison among deep learning techniques. Among the three
selected deep-learning-based models, Faster-RCNN achieves the
highest average identification accuracy when the IOU threshold is
set to 0.5. CenterNet follows Faster-RCNN w.r.t. average identification accuracy. Generally, the two-stage technique (Faster-RCNN)
achieves better effectiveness than one-stage techniques due to its
explicit stage of proposing bounding boxes. However, when setting
the IOU threshold to 0.95, the identification accuracy of FasterRCNN and YOLOv3 drops drastically, while the accuracy of CenterNet only slightly drops. This result is due to the working principle
of the three models. Faster-RCNN and YOLOv3 are anchor-based
techniques, both of which require predefined scale and aspect ratio
of bounding boxes, i.e., these techniques assume the fixed size and
shape of detected bounding boxes. Since the size and shape of UI
elements vary in a large range, the anchor-based techniques cannot precisely identify UI elements. In contrast, CenterNet adopts
an anchor-free detection schema to enable its precise UI-element
identification capability.

Generalization ability of deep learning techniques. When compared to their original effectiveness in previous work [7], the effectiveness of the three models all drop substantially despite being
trained with over 66,000 screenshots from the Rico dataset [11].
YOLOv3 achieves the worst effectiveness among the three deeplearning-based techniques. To validate its effectiveness given enough
training data, we collect 1000 UI screens in Taobao as the training dataset to fine-tune the YOLOv3 model. We use mean Average
Precision (mAP) to evaluate the effectiveness of YOLOv3 models.
The mAP metric is similar with F1-score. The mAP of the original
YOLOv3 trained on the Rico dataset is 0.02, while the mAP of the
YOLOv3 trained on our collected dataset is 0.75. The results show
that the variance of UI elements accounts for the effectiveness drop
of deep-learning-based techniques.
This result reflects that the high variance of UI elements makes it
hard for deep-learning-based techniques to generalize even trained
on a large dataset. Even in a single app such as Taobao, the UI
elements can change drastically across versions. If deep-learningbased techniques fail to generalize, each time when the app is
updated, a new set of training data is required, raising additional
maintenance cost and limiting the application of deep-learningbased techniques of UI-element identification in industry.
Comparison among old-fashioned techniques. For old-fashioned
techniques, UIED substantially outperforms Xianyu. UIED, specially
designed for UI-element identification, achieves the state-of-the-art
identification accuracy due to its insight of separately detecting
text and non-text elements and involving a deep-learning-based
OCR model. Xianyu, another old-fashioned technique, fails to deal
with complicated UI screen patterns in real-world industrial apps.
Comparison between deep-learning-based and old-fashioned
techniques. UIED achieves the best effectiveness in most scenarios.
On average, deep-learning-based techniques outperform Xianyu
but are much worse than UIED. Since old-fashioned techniques do
not require training data, UIED is promising to be deployed as the
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Table 2: Classification of UI elements and their corresponding identification techniques.
4

Rich

Simple

old-fashioned
deep-learning-based

old-fashioned
None

Process Time (s)

Inner.
Bound
Clear
Mixed

Notes: Bound refers to the boundary of a UI element and its background.
Inner. refers to the internal structure of a UI element.

3
2
1
0

CenterNet

YOLOv3 Faster-RCNN

Xianyu

UI-Element Identification Techniques

backbone UI-element identification technique for automated visual
testing for Taobao.
Effectiveness divergence in different scenarios. However, in
the live streaming scenario, UIED performs poorly and deep-learningbased techniques outperform old-fashioned techniques. We inspect
these scenarios and find out that in these scenarios, UI elements are
mixed with the background images, which are impossible for oldfashioned techniques to identify. We further inspect other scenarios
and similar situations also exist.

4.3

In-depth Analysis of the Effectiveness
Divergence

Based on our preceding empirical results, we find that the characteristics of UI elements make UI-element identification distinguished
from generic object detection. From a detection perspective, we
categorize a UI element from two aspects: (1) is there a clear boundary between the UI element and the background? (2) is the internal
structure of the UI element of high variety? The answers to the preceding two questions divide UI elements into four classes, depicted
in Table 2.
If a UI element has a clear boundary with its background, then
the UI element can be easily identified by old-fashioned techniques.
If the UI element is constant (i.e., have little change of its internal
structure), then deep-learning-based techniques can easily memorize it in the training set, and generalize easily to only background
changes.
Inspired by our preceding empirical findings, we combine the
deep-learning-based and old-fashioned techniques in two steps to
obtain better identification accuracy with relatively low costs. First,
we run YOLOv3 and UIED in parallel to get two sets of identified
UI elements. Second, for each UI element 𝑢𝑖 identified by YOLOv3,
we search in the results from UIED. If 𝑢𝑖 is completely inside a UI
element from UIED or 𝑢𝑖 has no intersection with any UI element
from UIED, we add the UI element into the final set of identified UI
elements. Third, we remove a UI element identified by UIED if it is
too large (which we regard as a detection failure for UI elements
mixed with the background). Finally, we get the UI elements identified by the integration of deep-learning-based and old-fashioned
techniques. We choose YOLOv3 out of the three deep-learningbased techniques because of its high precision, avoiding too many
false positives to burden the second step (merging the results from
two techniques). We choose UIED out of the two old-fashioned
techniques because of its dominating effectiveness over Xianyu.

UIED

Figure 4: Statistics of processing time for a single screenshot
of each technique.

5

EFFECTIVENESS OF VTEST WITH
UI-ELEMENT IDENTIFICATION
5.1 Test-action Planning Strategy
Although there exist sophisticated techniques for test-action planning [5, 19, 27, 30, 36, 42, 58], we find it difficult to straightforwardly adapt them for two main reasons. First, some techniques
require information beyond on-screen contents, such as code coverage [5, 30, 42] and the internal IDs of UI elements. The requirement
breaks our assumption of using only screenshots as a source of
information. Second, for techniques that require knowing only
on-screen contents, they heavily rely on precise information (e.g.,
matching exact boundaries of UI elements) about the on-screen
contents to conduct state abstraction. While these techniques can
reliably obtain precise UI information through platform APIs, the
outputs of UI-element identification techniques are often prone to
errors and noises—even state-of-the-art techniques of UI-element
identification achieve only up to 60% detection accuracy as shown
in Table 1.
Consequently, we decide that at the current stage, a randomized
exploration strategy is adopted as the test-action planning strategy
for VTest. At each round, VTest randomly selects one UI element
from the identified UI elements and clicks on it. To simulate system events, before each round, with probability 𝛼 = 0.005, VTest
restarts Taobao; with probability 𝛽 = 0.08, VTest performs a swipe
action toward a random direction; with probability 𝛾 = 0.08, VTest
goes back to the previous UI screen.

5.2

Infrastructure Support to Boost Efficiency
of VTest

In addition to the exploration strategy, we find that the image processing can be time-consuming, taking seconds to process a single
screenshot. Figure 4 shows the processing time of each technique.
The set of screenshots is the same with those used in Section 4.
Faster-RCNN is the most time-consuming due to its two-stage
technique, taking 4.2 seconds on average to process a single screenshot. CenterNet, YOLOv3, and Xianyu are time-efficient, taking no
more than 0.5 seconds to process a single screenshot. YOLOv3 and
Xianyu are extremely fast, taking only 0.2 seconds on average to
process a single screenshot. UIED takes the second longest time,
about 2.2 seconds on average, to process a single screenshot.
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Table 3: Activity coverage and execution speed.
Baselines
Cache-Test
Comb-Test
U-Test
F-Test
Y-Test
X-Test
C-Test
Monkey

Activity Coverage
16.5%(+ 87.6%)
15.1%
14.8%
12.2%
11.6%
9.1%
6.7%
8.8%

Execution Rounds
11,753
9,382
9,477
5,267
17,493
15,925
17,003
108,000

To improve the efficiency and reduce the cost brought by image
processing, we cache the historical processing results, and use
perceptual hashing [26] to match screenshots. Every time when
VTest captures a new screenshot, we calculate its hash distance
with the historical screenshots. If the hash distance is larger than
𝜏 = 0.9, then we regard the new screenshot as the same with the
cached result. If a screenshot is cached, we reuse the identification
results instead of invoking a new UI-element identification process.

5.3

Evaluations of VTest for Taobao

Baseline Techniques. We compare the effectiveness of VTest
with different UI-element identification techniques. We denote
VTest instantiated with YOLOv3, Faster-RCNN, Xianyu, CenterNet, and UIED as Y-Test, F-Test, X-Test, C-Test, and U-Test, respectively. We denote VTest instantiated with the combination
of YOLOv3 and UIED as Comb-Test. To examine the effectiveness of the infrastructure support, we denote VTest instantiated
with UIED and the cache strategy as Cache-Test. We also compare
VTest with Monkey, a state-of-the-practice tool. For Monkey, we
use its default settings, and set the throttle to 200 millseconds.
Environmental Settings. Since we use random testing as our
exploration strategy, we run each tool continuously for 6 hours
to reduce the random influence. To further compensate for the
potential influence brought by randomness, we run each test (a
single run lasting for 6 hours) for 3 times. We use the same tester
account for the same baseline techniques, and re-login the app
before each run to keep the testing environment as same as possible.
We run the tools on a Huawei P30 phone with Android 10 to collect
activity coverage information. Taobao has over 500 activities, and its
functionalities are rigorously organized according to activities, each
group of which is maintained by a group of engineers. Consequently,
activity coverage is a good metric to examine the effectiveness of
automated testing tools for Taobao. We run the experiments on
a Ubuntu 20.04 machine with an Intel Core i7-8700 CPU and an
Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU. We run a daemon process that uses Android
Debug Bridge (ADB) to collect the name of the app activity that
the testing tool is exploring. If the activity name does not belong
to the targeted app, the daemon process automatically restarts the
targeted app to keep the exploration inside it.

5.4

Experimental Results

Table 3 shows the activity coverage achieved by VTest instantiated
with different techniques. We also list the number of execution
rounds (i.e., total actions taken) in 6 hours. U-test outperforms
Monkey with 68.2% relative improvement. The number of Monkey’s
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execution rounds is approximately counted by dividing the 6-hour
test time with the throttle instead of counting the number of lowlevel events that Monkey sends to the device. VTest fires 90%
fewer actions than Monkey does, indicating that widget-awareness
can drastically improve the effectiveness of automated testing for
Taobao.
Y-Test and F-Test outperform Monkey with 31.8% and 38.6%
relative improvement, respectively. Although Faster-RCNN has
higher UI-element identification accuracy than YOLOv3, it takes
much more time to process screenshots than YOLOv3, causing
to achieve similar activity coverage. These results show that it is
important to take the processing speed of UI-element identification
techniques into consideration when we apply these techniques to
automated visual testing.
Despite its fast processing speed, Xianyu is not desirable for
automated visual testing due to its extremely low detection accuracy. The poor effectiveness of C-Test indicates that identification
accuracy drawn from a not-end-to-end empirical study does not
assure good effectiveness for automated visual testing.
Combining deep-learning-based techniques and old-fashioned
techniques does not improve the activity coverage while the combination can improve the identification accuracy. The UI elements
missed by UIED may not contribute to the improvement of the activity coverage, and this result does not overthrow our conclusion
of using combined techniques.
Finally, the cache strategy improves the effectiveness with an
additional 19.4% activity coverage (87.6% in total), highlighting the
importance of infrastructure improvement in addition to algorithm
innovations.

6

LESSONS LEARNED FROM DEVELOPING
AND DEPLOYING VTEST
6.1 Deployment Experiences
Currently, we have deployed VTest both internally in Alibaba
and externally in the Software Green Alliance to provide testing
services for a large group of partners, including major mobile phone
manufacturers and app vendors in China.
6.1.1 Internal Deployment. We deploy VTest in Alibaba for
the quality assurance of many highly popular industrial apps such
as Taobao, Tmall, Taobao Live, Qianniu, Fliggy, Xianyu, Youku, and
DingTalk. In addition, in Ant, VTest is used for testing parts of
Alipay. Most of these apps each have over 100 million active users.
For example, Alipay1 is the most popular mobile payment app in
China with over one billion active users, while DingTalk2 is a
highly popular messenger app with over 500 million active users
across 19 million organizations to communicate for teamwork.
VTest provides two kinds of visual testing for internal usages.
First, leveraging the hardware infrastructure, VTest can precisely
test the runtime performance of the app under test on given devices, especially those low-end/inexpensive devices. Running the
software infrastructure on these devices burdens their operating
systems (OSs), taking seconds or even failing to capture screenshots
or execute events with the software infrastructure. In addition, the
1 https://intl.alipay.com/
2 https://www.dingtalk.com/en
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software infrastructure overpasses the physical touch on devices
and executes events directly using APIs. In contrast, the hardware
infrastructure simulates the real touch like humans and can detect issues found in actual usages, such as a click-response failure
with a screen protector pasted on the device screen. Being fully
non-intrusive, the hardware infrastructure can precisely monitor
the loading time and reaction time to reflect users’ authentic experiences when using the app. Second, VTest with the software
infrastructure provides automated visual testing for the daily quality assurance (such as functionality testing) of iOS and Android
devices at a low cost.
6.1.2 External Deployment. We provide automated visual testing as a public testing service for the Software Green Alliance
(SGA) [1]. SGA is a business alliance in China to coordinate top
vendors of mobile devices and apps to assure the quality of popular
industrial apps on popular devices (i.e., assuring the compatibility
of multiple apps on multiple devices). The members of SGA consist of Huawei, Alibaba, Baidu, Tencent, and many other large IT
and Internet companies in China. The mobile device vendors in
the alliance provide a variety of devices including the latest and
recent device models, and the mobile app vendors test their recent
apps on the devices to ensure the compatibility of their apps on the
devices. This practice requires cross-platform applicability since
the diversified models of devices can be equipped with a modified
version of existing OSs or a completely new OS.
To provide a large-scale service, we deploy VTest in a cloud-edge
fashion: we put UI-element identification and test-action planning
modules in Alibaba Cloud and devices under test in a physical computer room. We use physical devices instead of emulators since
developing high-performance emulators is expensive and the behaviors on emulators may not truly reflect those on physical devices.
For the hardware infrastructure, due to the cost factor, currently,
we hold only one computer room to place the robotic arms and cameras. We plan to increase the number of robotic arms and cameras
and seek better hardware equipment with lower cost and higher
efficiency than the current ones (XY Plotters).

6.2

Lessons Learned from Developing VTest

We next summarize five major lessons learned during our development and deployment of VTest.
6.2.1 We should make the best shot with the best gun. We
expect desirable matching between problems and solutions. For
visual testing, the problem space includes testing against high-end
and low-end devices, along with functionality testing and user experience testing with different concerns and requirements. The
solution space includes the hardware infrastructure and software
infrastructure, with different levels of costs and benefits. We should
avoid the mismatch of problems and solutions, and pursue the
exact match of problems and solutions. For example, it is not costeffective to leverage the hardware infrastructure for functionality
testing, bringing in additional monetary and runtime costs. For user
experience testing, on the contrary, using the software infrastructure may not effectively discover failures that users may encounter
during app usage. When an action is executed (using the software
infrastructure) too fast compared to the regular usage by actual

users, the detected failures are false positives and hence not that
important. When testing on low-end/inexpensive devices, the runtime overhead of the software infrastructure is relatively high, and
only the hardware infrastructure can adequately handle the testing
tasks on these devices.
In addition, we should balance the benefits and costs brought by
different techniques. We should avoid a one-size-for-all solution
and carefully determine the applicable scope for each technique.
Monetary costs matter. The hardware infrastructure is an exciting solution to provide general applicability to any platform and
is dispensable for the user experience testing given its full nonintrusiveness. However, in practice, it is expensive to adopt the
hardware infrastructure for large-scale usage (e.g., deploying hundreds of robotic arms and high-speed cameras). To reduce hardware
costs, when testing multiple devices simultaneously (e.g., compatibility testing across platforms), we use only one set of robotic arms
and execute actions on each device one by one, avoiding purchasing
multiple sets of robotic equipment. We also develop the software
infrastructure for the consideration of monetary cost. Mobile platforms have platform APIs available for screen capturing and event
execution, of which we make the best use to develop the software
infrastructure supporting automated visual testing. The software
infrastructure requires almost no equipment cost and retains high
cross-platform applicability for functionality testing.
Runtime costs matter. In addition to monetary costs, the runtime costs during the testing are also not negligible. When testing
on high-end devices, the hardware infrastructure is too slow to
efficiently explore the functionalities of an app, while the software
infrastructure suffers when testing on low-end/inexpensive devices.
We should carefully select a proper infrastructure to minimize the
runtime costs for efficiency and effectiveness.
Amortizing costs helps. While automated visual testing inevitably incurs costs from image processing, by reusing the processed results for other tasks, we can amortize the costs among
multiple tasks. For example, we store all the processed results produced during the automated visual testing and later use them for
detecting visual failures such as image rendering failures, image
loading failures, and violations of UI design principles (being our
ongoing work).
6.2.2 Modular tool development enables valuable reuse opportunities. To provide a concrete way of cost amortization, we
should be open-minded and enable the opportunities of reusing
modules of a tool for other tasks. VTest is originally designed
for automated visual testing and its modules are reused for three
other tasks. First, the hardware infrastructure is used to execute test
scripts for automating manual testing of user experience. Second,
the hardware infrastructure is also used for testing the interaction
between multiple devices testing cross-platform compatibility. The
two preceding reuses amortize costs of developing and deploying
the hardware infrastructure. Third, our ongoing effort is applying
the designed techniques of UI-element identification to review the
mini-programs (for detecting visual failures and violations of UI
design principles) in Taobao before their shipment to users, amortizing the image processing costs.
6.2.3 There is a need to investigate individual cases. Conventionally, people conduct empirical studies of various techniques
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and select the best one according to the average effectiveness. But
the best technique may not necessarily dominate other techniques
in all cases, and the average accuracy cannot reflect that some techniques perform the best in certain cases while other techniques
perform the best in other cases. For example, similar to a finding
in a previous study [7], our empirical study shows that UIED, an
old-fashioned technique, achieves the highest average identification
accuracy. However, based on the investigation of individual cases,
we observe that neither old-fashioned techniques nor deep-learningbased techniques dominate each other; in contrast, they complement each other in different cases. Such phenomenon suggests
a combination of preceding complementary techniques. Despite
the existence of multiple techniques, their combination still faces
challenges. To address these challenges, investigation of individual
cases is important to find the characteristics of different techniques
and their advantages for specific cases. Based on the investigation,
we design a combination mechanism of deep-learning-based and
old-fashioned techniques depicted in Section 4.
We should pursue the possibility to combine multiple techniques
instead of selecting the single best one according to the average
numbers, and to properly combine multiple techniques, we should
investigate individual cases in two aspects. First, we should check
the existence of complementarity among different techniques with
the investigation of individual cases. Second, if the complementarity
exists, rules need to be derived to determine under what conditions
a certain technique should be adopted over other techniques.
6.2.4 There is a need to embrace non-deep-learning-based
techniques and their integration. The preceding lesson learned
can be revisited here when multiple techniques under combination
include deep-learning-based techniques, which often can demonstrate the best average effectiveness in recent studies [54]. But nondeep-learning-based techniques can also achieve good effectiveness, sometimes even surpassing deep-learning-based techniques as
shown in Table 1. Despite the easy-of-use nature of deep-learningbased techniques in the inference phase, the training phase can
be expensive for industry deployment, requiring months to collect
tens of thousands of training data [56]. Our experiences show that if
apps evolve and the UI changes, an additional dataset is needed, increasing the maintenance costs. In addition, even if we cannot solve
the problem entirely with non-deep-learning-based techniques, we
can divide the problems into pieces and solve them one by one. We
can use non-deep-learning-based techniques to solve a group of
problem pieces, making deep-learning-based techniques more desirable in terms of cost and effectiveness for the remaining problem
pieces.
6.2.5 Improving infrastructure support’s efficiency matters
besides algorithm improvement. In addition to algorithm innovation, we should pay attention to infrastructure support. Wang
et al. [45] point out the importance of infrastructure for Android
testing, and we draw similar conclusions for automated visual testing. For example, image processing is relatively expensive (in terms
of the runtime and monetary costs) and our infrastructure stores
the processing results for each screenshot. Before processing a new
screenshot, we first look up the cache using the perceptual hashing
match algorithm. If we detect a hash matching (the edit distance is
less than a threshold), the infrastructure returns the cached results
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instead of conducting image processing (running the techniques
of UI-element identification) again. The caching mechanism can
generally improve the effectiveness and reduce the costs of any type
of automated visual testing. Take VTest with UIED as an example:
by caching the historical results, the infrastructure gains 19.4% additional activity coverage improvement and reduces approximately
20% invocations of image processing. Since the infrastructure support is orthogonal to algorithm innovation, we should pay attention
to both of them and simultaneously improve them to obtain good
results.

7

RELATED WORK

Automated UI testing for mobile apps. There have been numerous techniques proposed to achieve good testing effectiveness (e.g.,
high code coverage) through automated UI testing upon mobile
apps, predominantly on the Android platform. The history traces
back to Monkey [16], developed by the Android team and shipped
with every Android device. The tool simply samples and executes actions from a predefined probability distribution of action categories
without acquiring any information about the app UI. However, the
tool is extremely efficient and is shown to achieve good testing
effectiveness, even outperforming numerous research tools [9, 46].
Consequently, Monkey is still widely used in the industry. Other
sophisticated tools use various strategies for test-action planning,
e.g., building and querying a UI transition model [8, 13, 19, 20, 42],
systematically exploring UIs [4, 5, 29], and relying on randomized
evolution [28, 30, 50].
Visual testing. There exists a rich literature of leveraging computer vision techniques in software testing [2, 10, 21, 22, 49, 52].
Sikuli [52] and JAutomate [2] leverage visual record-and-replay
techniques to enable testers to write visual test scripts that use
images instead of textual descriptions, benefiting the test automation. Choudhary et al. [10], He et al. [21, 22] use computer vision
techniques to test cross-browser compatibility. White et al. [48]
leverage a deep-learning model to detect widgets from images to
facilitate automated testing on open-source Java-based desktop
applications.
Robotic testing. Instead of simulating a user’s GUI actions via
internal OSs or GUI framework, robotic testing [12, 31, 37, 47]
leverages robotic arms to simulate GUI actions externally. Most
robotic testing frameworks and tools focus on automating test
execution. Dhanapal et al. [12] use robotic arms to test hardware
functionalities and performance of smart devices. Qian et al. [37]
leverage a capture-and-replay technique to generate visual test
scripts from videos and replay these scripts on IoT devices.

8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have reported our experiences from developing
and deploying VTest, an automated visual testing framework in an
industry setting, aiming to mainly address the industrial requirements for applicability across platforms and capability to handle
non-standard UI elements. We have developed integrated techniques and the hardware/software infrastructure support to instantiate VTest, outperforming state-of-the-practice tool Monkey with
87.6% coverage improvement. We have deployed VTest both internally in Alibaba and externally in the Software Green Alliance to
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provide testing services for hundreds of highly popular industrial
apps. We have additionally summarized five major lessons learned
from development and large-scale deployment of VTest.
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